**TIP OF THE WEEK**

**MODEL** .................. **WA200, WA270, WA320**

**FEATURE** .................. **3rd Spool PCS Switch**

**STD / OPT** .................. **Switch is STD, 3rd Spool is OPT**

**SUGGESTED SETTING**  **Job Dependent**

---

The Proportional Control Switch (PCS) come standard on every Multi-function Mono Lever. This switch is used to control the 3rd valve function, when equipped.

This switch can be set to either proportional mode, where hydraulic flow rate is increased as switch travel is increased, or continuous mode. In continuous mode, flow rate is set in the monitor panel and the switch acts as an “ON-OFF” switch.

**3rd Function PCS switch can be set to proportional flow for adjusting flow rate or continuous flow for preset constant flow.**

Proportional Mode is useful with rollout or clamshell style buckets. Continuous mode is useful with brooms or sweepers. It also allows the operator to control all work equipment functions with one hand.